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StaffingMatters in context


Think for a moment about the information systems you use most. You probably bring to mind the billing
system, the system that monitors utilisation, the management accounts that measure profit. These systems
are important, and you couldn’t run the business without them. But they each have an important
characteristic: they all measure the past - time sheets entered, and bills sent to clients, last week.
Certainly, you need to track important performance measures such as utilisation and client billings. But
you can’t manage the business successfully just by looking backwards. Yes, last week’s utilisation is
important to know, but the business challenge is actively to manage next week’s; yes, you must track the
bills sent to clients last month, and those write-offs that will inevitably find their way into the P&L
account, but the business challenge is actively to maximise billings, and minimise the write-offs, next
week.



So we trust that you will find this brief document not only interesting but important, for StaffingMatters is an
information system that looks forward not backward, an information system that helps you actively
manage the future, rather than just track the past.



As explained on the following pages, StaffingMatters is a web-based system which captures the most
important operational aspect of your business - how everyone in the firm is likely to be spending their time.
StaffingMatters therefore provides you with the key information to enable you to manage:
 how individual matters are staffed, so that clients receive the very best service…
 …at the right price to the client…
 …and the right profit to the firm…
 …whilst giving your staff the career development opportunities they seek…
 …respecting their work-life balance…
 …in the context of the needs of both the firm and the client…
 …so optimising, overall, the total capacity of the firm, thereby maximising utilisation - and profit.
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StaffingMatters - an overview











The centre-piece of StaffingMatters is the Availability Timeline, which - as illustrated on page 3 - shows a
visual representation of the future workload of each individual in a community - typically a ‘Group’ or
‘Department’ comprising, say, 10 partners and the corresponding fee-earning and support staff.
Different categories of activity are displayed in different colours: definite client-chargeable work (red),
contingent client chargeable work (red-and-white stripes), administration and business development (dark
blue), training (pale blue) and holiday (pale green).
A quick glance at the Availability Timeline therefore provides an up-to-the-minute view of what everyone in
the community expects to be doing over the next few weeks. It therefore provides essential information
relating to the optimisation of capacity (and hence utilisation) for the currently known workload, and also
on who is available to work on any new matters for which the partners receive instructions.
The information from which the Availability Timeline is compiled comes from two sources. Firstly, information
personal to any individual - such as that relating to, say, training and holidays - is entered and kept up-todate by the appropriate individual. Secondly, information relating to client chargeable work originates from
the corresponding matter plan, a form of bar-chart which specifies the tasks to be carried out and who has
been allocated to each task. Some examples of matter plans are shown on pages 6, 7 and 8.
Also shown on the Availability Timeline - towards the left-hand side of the illustration on page 3 - are three
columns of ‘traffic lights’. These are used to indicate short-term availability for the rest of ‘today’ and the
following two working days. This allows StaffingMatters to be used as a powerful way of communicating
short-term availability around the community.
Using StaffingMatters therefore provides the partner team with all the right information to manage the
future. But that’s not all. StaffingMatters also encourages best-practice project management and project
planning, as evidenced by each matter plan. Not only is this critical in the context of delivering the very
best client service, but it is also the key to pricing, margin control, teamwork and the avoidance of writeoffs.
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This screen, the Availability Timeline,
provides an overview of what people
are likely to be doing over the next
few weeks. Different types of activity
are indicated by different colours…

Chargeable time
on matters (red)

Training, study leave…
(pale blue)
Contingent chargeable
time on matters (redand-white stripes)

“Traffic lights” indicate
short-term availability, in
the office or at home

Business development…
(dark blue)

Holiday, maternity leave, part-time
working… (pale green)

This Monday is a bank
holiday

The yellow vertical stripe
indicates the current day
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Each individual has his or her own personal pages, including this list of the
matters he or she is assigned to…
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…as well as an individual Loading Chart…

Alex also recently had
two days charged to
Business Development

These are each of the
matters on which
Alex is working.
Each vertical block
represents one hour.

{
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This is an example of a matter plan…

…in which Edward and Richard are estimated to
be working for 4 and 3 hours a day respectively,
on average, from 30th July until 5th September.
Silver Bullt
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Here is a second example…

…which shows the
‘profile’ representing
the build-up of work
before the tabling of the
first draft contract.
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…and a third, more complex one.

Silver Bullt
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Every matter plan has a corresponding financial plan…

…as illustrated by this example, which shows, for the matter plan depicted on
page 6, the expected fees for each calendar month.
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This is how staff are allocated to activities…

There is a need to carry out a
document review, which is
estimated to require about 4
hours a day over five days,
from 11th August to 15th
August.
This activity needs to be
carried out by an Associate

This grid shows, for the required time period, all
the Associates. StaffingMatters “knows” about
each individual’s prior commitments, and then
adds the 4 hours required each day for the new
activity. If the resulting sum is equal to, or less
than, 8, the grid colour is green; if between 8
and 12, yellow; if over 12, red.
George Plender is available, and so is assigned to the activity.
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StaffingMatters - for more information


We fully recognise that a document such as this cannot capture not only the richness of StaffingMatters, but
also how easy it is to use.



We would therefore be very pleased to visit to give you a full demonstration, and to explore with you how
StaffingMatters can best be used to meet your own firm’s needs.



As a web-based system, StaffingMatters is very easy to demonstrate, and also to implement: a community of,
say, 10 partners and the associated staff could be up-and-running in a matter of a few weeks.



So, for further information, please contact



Dennis Sherwood, 07715-047947, dennis@silverbulletmachine.com
Andreas Kaempf, 07786-510720, andreas.kaempf@soundience.com
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Andreas Kaempf
andreas.kaempf@soundience.com
077865-510720

